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Whether you’re new to running, a non-stop veteran that wakes up at 
5 a.m. to start your jog or you’re signed up for the local 5K fun-run to 
help a local organization...

There isn’t a runner out there who doesn’t want to be a better 
version of themselves tomorrow than they were today. As you 
start to push yourself a little harder, setting new performance goals for 
your runs can help you stay motivated as you discover how far (and 
how fast) you can go.

As simple as running may seem, it certainly isn’t easy. Just because 
something may be difficult, that does NOT give any of us a reason 
to not try to improve. In this edition of The ProActive Pages, ProActive 
Physical Therapy and Wellness is here to help you become that better 
version of yourself by providing tips and strategies to get you out on 
to the pavement pain free and ahead of your competitors! 

• CALLING ALL RUNNERS

• Common Running Injuries

• Free Book To Keep You 

Running Without Pain

• How Do Orthotics Help Me?

• FREE Running Assessment

• ProActive Patient SPOTLIGHT



     Has your running program been 

sidelined by an injury? It is not 

uncommon for elite runners and novices 

to experience setbacks during training. 

These injuries may be mild and only 

require a slight modification to training 

or they may be severe and require you 

to avoid running completely. Either 

way, these hurdles can be frustrating.

     While you might not be able to 

prevent running injuries completely, 

there are certain steps you can take to 

minimize their frequency and impact. 

Most common running injuries are 

due to overuse, overtraining, improper 

shoes, or a biomechanical flaw in body 

structure and motion. The good news 

is that many running injuries can be 

prevented.

OVERTRAINING

     Many running injuries are a result of 

overtraining. Adding too much intensity, 

too many miles, too soon. It’s important 

to go easy when adding mileage or 

intensity to your training.

     By building up slowly, you can save 

yourself pain and frustration, and still 

reach your goals. Let common sense 

and a smart training schedule determine 

how much you should be running.

HOW TO PREVENT COMMON RUNNING INJURIES

SCAN THE QR CODE FOR 
YOUR FREE GUIDE >

Don’t Let Pain Keep
You From Your Runs!

If this is something you’d like to dive 
further into, we’d love to hear from you 
at proactiveptlou.com or give us a ring at 
502.512.2165 and we’ll send it to you!

G U I D E  S O  Y O U  C A N  C O N T I N U E 
Y O U R  R U N S  A N D  M A I N T A I N 
Y O U R  A C T I V E  L I F E S T Y L E ?

IMPROPER FOOTWEAR

     Be sure that your shoes aren’t worn 

out and that you have the right model 

for your feet and for your specific 

running style. The wrong shoe can 

create changes to your gait, leading to 

injury or they may aggravate existing 

problems, causing pain in your feet, 

legs, knees, hips or even your back.

     Go to a specialty running shop where 

you can be properly fitted for running 

shoes, and replace them every 350-

500 miles. If you have a biomechanical 

problem with your feet, you may also 

look into getting fitted for orthotics.

MUSCULAR IMBALANCES

     Injuries sometimes pop up when you 

pay too much attention to your running 

muscles and forget about important 

supporting muscles.

  For example, some runners have 

very tight hip flexors because their 

quadriceps muscles (on the front of the 

thigh) are overtrained from running. 

By strengthening the hamstrings (on 

the back of the thigh), you can create 

balance in the lower body, reducing the 

possibility of injury.

     You don’t need to lift serious weight to 

make a difference. Try to do 15 minutes 

of body weight exercises two to three 

times a week. Try to focus on the gluteal 

muscles, the abductors and adductors, 

and the core muscles to create balance 

and stability in your body. This small 

investment can make a huge difference 

in injury prevention.

“IN RUNNING, IT DOESN’T 
MATTER WHETHER YOU 
COME IN FIRST, IN THE 

MIDDLE OF THE PACK, OR 
LAST. YOU CAN SAY, ‘I 

HAVE FINISHED.’ THERE IS 
A LOT OF SATISFACTION 

IN THAT.” 

Fred Lebow
New York City Marathon Co-founder



Whether you’re new to running or do it 
as a hobby but something doesn’t feel 
quite right, you may benefit from a PT 
consultation to identify the exact cause 
of your problems. This will decrease 
your reliance upon medications and 
reduce your doctor’s office visits, 
ultimately allowing you to enjoy your 
activities more! If this sounds like you, 
we would love to offer you a

no-obligation, risk free Running 
Assessment (valued at $250). This 
will allow us to get an understanding of 
YOUR specific concerns, YOUR values, 
and what a successful outcome looks 
like to YOU! If you are ready to take the 
first step on your journey to active and 
healthy lifestyle:

     Our mission is to help YOU make 
the best decision about YOUR health. 
We want to help YOU understand that 
there are alternatives to surgeries, pain 
medications, injections, and other costly 
procedures that will provide long-
lasting outcomes, rather than “quick 
fixes”.
     Our vision is to establish a “Person 
first, Patient second” environment by 
creating a family-like setting in which 
an individual’s health related concerns, 
values, and needs are actually 
LISTENED to and UNDERSTOOD. We 
want YOU to feel like family and not 
simply a “number”, a “patient”, or a 
“billable unit”. This allows us to get a 
true understanding of what a successful 
outcome looks like to YOU!

completely free

CONTACT US!
info@proactiveptlou.com

502.512.2165

FACEBOOK!
L I K E  U S
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IMPROVE YOUR RUNNING 

PERFORMANCE

LEAVE OTHERS IN THE DUST

LOVE YOUR LIFE PAIN FREE 

     ProActive Physical Therapy and 

Wellness’ custom-made orthotics are 

made for you. We don’t have templates. 

We aren’t one-size fits all. You are not 

just a patient or number to us.

Right now you might be wondering, 

“Can’t I just go to the store and buy 

the cheaper orthotics?”

     Yes, you can go to the store and buy 

the cheaper orthotics - along with the 

glasses that aren’t your prescription, or 

the over-the-counter medicine that only 

masks your symptoms.

But here’s why you shouldn’t:

     Generic over-the-counter insoles 

are mass produced, don’t address 

the underlying cause of pain and 

discomfort you’re experiencing and 

are made of inferior materials. OTC 

“orthotic” insoles are cheap but the 

cost to you can be very high. 

GET YOUR PAIR TODAY SO YOU CAN FEEL 
BETTER THAN EVER ON YOUR RUNS!

502.512.2165

BEFORE

Neck Ache

Sore Knees

Unstable

Foundation

Low
Back Pain

UNSUPPORTED CUSTOM ORTHOTICS
AFTER

PAIN RELIEF

BALANCE

ALIGNMENT

SUPPORT

Restoring a balanced 
foundation for the 
spine  relieves the pain 
caused by poor body 
mechanics.

With the feet and legs 
aligned and supported, 
the pelvis can return 
to its normal balanced 
position.

The lower extremities 
return to proper alignment 
when the foot is balanced 
with functional orthotic 
support.

Functional orthotics 
correct foot imbalance 
for improved weight 
distribution.

     Running can lead to a number 

of different injuries, whether from 

sudden trauma or developed over 

time produced by biomechanical 

errors, structural asymmetries, tissue 

weaknesses, or excessive external 

loads. Runners often will attempt 

to treat pain through stretching or 

exercises that target the area that 

hurts, though the source of the 

pain might actually be elsewhere. 

In many cases, that source is an 

imbalance in the feet.

     Custom orthotics are used to align 

and support the foot/ankle complex in 

a more normal position for a weight-

bearing foot to prevent dysfunction 

and/or improve function of other 

movable body parts.
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PROACTIVE PATIENT

SPOTLIGHT

MEET GARY GRUNEISEN

     My name is Gary Gruneisen. I am 
sixty-six years old and a recently retired 
high school teacher. I played baseball 
and basketball in both high school and 
college. Since I’ve quit playing sports 
competitively the last 30 years, my main 
form of exercise or workout is running 
and interval training.
     I have had a history of lower back 
spasms since I was 12 years old. In May 
of 2018, I had to be hospitalized for 
them. I underwent an epidural, followed 
by eight weeks of physical therapy. This 
past March, the spasms struck again.
     After a 7 week stint, I was released from 
the hospital and nursing home in May. I 
was hoping to be pain free by the end 
of summer. A friend recommended Dr. 
Brandon Evans and ProActive Physical 
Therapy to me.
     He introduced me to dry needling 
and I was amazed with how it made my 
back feel afterwards. He’s also given me 
some specific exercises that I graduated 
to using resistance bands. I could tell in 
just a month that my core and lower back 
were getting stronger. After working with 
the stretches, exercises, and dry-needle 
therapy from Brandon, I quickly began to 
feel improvement. 
     I would love to get back to being able 
to interval train! I feel fortunate that I can 
walk as much as I can now because 
when I got out of the nursing home, I was 
only walking maybe a block and now I 
can walk 3 miles if I want to without my 
back bothering me.   

We really hope you found these tips informative and helpful as you continue to stay active and healthy all while getting 
back to doing the things you love with the people you cherish!

     Brandon told me to use ice if I ever 
got sore. I can deal with sore but I can’t 
deal with the pain I had from the spasms 
my back was causing me to have. Those 
were vicious. I told him it was like a 
lightening rod going up my spine and it 
had to do with my 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th 
lumbars pressing and pinching on the 
nerves. It’s been amazing what I’ve been 
able to accomplish and what he’s been 
able to help me do.

techniques and form practices I learned 
from Dr. Brandon.
     I’ve learned way more than any 
doctor or physical therapist I’ve been to 
in the past and there’s quite a few! As a 
matter of fact, I never even knew there 
was a Doctorate of Physical Therapy but 
now that I know, it’s easy to see why. He’s 
been tremendously informative for me.
     The results have been beyond what I 
had for my goals. I just wanted to be pain 
free and be able to get around the house 
or get in and out of the car. My back feels 
better now than when I was 30 years old.
     The back spasms I had basically 
prevented me from doing anything. I was 
either bed bound or chair bound and I 
needed help getting in and out of the bed 
or chair; that’s how bad it was. Now I’m 
walking at least 3 miles a day often with 
my dog Reece. When I’m doing interval 
training, I run about a mile and another 
mile walking. Even with all the running 
and walking again, those core exercises 
and low back exercises that Dr. Brandon 
taught me have made all the difference 
because I’m not even sore anymore. 
     As time goes and I continue to improve 
with my exercises, I’m hoping to do a 
little travel. I’m not planning on anything 
extravagant but there’s a couple places 
I’d like to go to. Just being pain free so I 
have the capability to do those things and 
not have to worry about it is comforting 
and motivating.
      

     By the end of June, I had no pain, 
but simple soreness from my sessions. 
Plus, my back has felt stronger than ever. I 
continue to do the stretches and exercises, 
which Brandon assigned me, at home. 
     I currently walk everyday, and do my 
core / lower back workout three times 
a week. I have been amazed at how 
quickly I recovered this time. I feel as 
strong and without any pain or soreness, 
as when I was thirty years younger. I give 
all the credit to  ProActive, especially the 

“I’ve learned way more than any 
doctor or physical therapist I’ve been to 

in the past and there’s quite a few! “

I feel as strong and without any pain or soreness, as 
when I was thirty years younger.


